




Workshop Description

This workshop explores the spatial interplay of mass and light to build 
modular, mobile architecture at human scale.

Examining the application of digital fabrication to 1:1 scale prototyping, 
students work in teams to develop a series of minimum viable habitats 
through a fabrication oriented investigation into ergonomics (mass)  and 
atmosphere (light). This elemental relation informs essential questions 
of structure, materiality, and assembly set into motion, as prototypes are 
wheeled into different contexts in New York City in the final week of the 
workshop. Through motion, students are tasked with designing schemes 
responsive to different sites, orientations, and configurations of parts to 
whole. 

From start to finish students are exposed to a 3 week intensive of design development, 
fabrication, and field testing, soup to nuts. Emphasis is placed on learning through making 
and students will learn the basics of CNC routing, 3D printing, and different methods of 
material assembly. No previous experience with digital fabrication is required. Experience 
with 3D modeling is helpful but not required.



MINIMUM VIABLE 
ARCHITECTURE(s)

Objectives:

- Introduce participants to key concepts in architectural design through 
design / production / deployment of 1:1 architectural prototypes using 
digital modeling and fabrication.

- Explore the design and production of a minimum viable architectures 
engaging the relationship of mass and light, seating and shade, in a sin-
gle integrated design.

- Interrogate architecture’s relationship to stasis / mobility.

- Understand relationships of parts - whole, prefabricated - bespoke, 
through modular design systems, working individually and collectively.

- Deploy projects outside in public space, assessing their success, fail-
ures, and unforseen opportunities.

- Question the essential affordances of architecture.



The workshop is composed of 3 sections 
allotted 1 week each:

1 --  Mass / Seating 

2 --  Atmosphere / Canopy 

3 --  Mobilize



 Mass - (Seating) The first week of the workshop focuses on designing sys-
tems to bear load. Projects must provide surface(s) which resolve the mass of 
the human body in the form of sitting / lying. As an exercise in ergonomics, de-
sign schemes must transfer the load of a person(s) down to the ground. 
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 Light - (Canopy) The second week of the workshop engages atmosphere 
and light. The mass of week 1, provides the foundation for a canopy to extend 
overhead. Membranes control, modify, and translate the surrounding conditions 
into a designed atmosphere. The essential function of architecture to resist ex-
posure to the elements is an experiement in light, translucency, color, filigree.
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 Movement - (Deployment) In week 3, the design schemes are deployed 
in New York City. Projects are designed to be transient, retiring within Cooper 
Union at night, and itinerant during the day. For the final week, participants test 
their projects in the public domain, providing the opportunity to observe and as-
sess their schemes in situ.
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Details

Schedule:
Workshop meet Mon - Thurs, the first 3 weeks in August 2018. Work-
shop is a full-time commitment, and participants are expected to attend 
all sessions.

Eligibility:
Students / Professionals / Persons curious about architecture are en-
couraged to apply. Experience with digital design a plus but no required. 
No digital fabrication experiense required.

Cost:
The workshop costs $1,500.00. Material expenses are to be covered at 
participants’ own cost.

Credit:
Participants receive a certificate of completion at end of workshop. This 
workshop is not for academic credit. 


